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P
attern feature downscaling to reduce
cost per device is a primary driver for
the success of microelectronics and

related industries, but the practical resolu-
tion limit at ∼40 nm half-pitch for 193 nm
water immersion (193i) photolithography1

and the lack of immediately available next-
generation lithography alternatives such as
parallel electron-beam lithography or ex-
treme ultraviolet lithography have gener-
ated significant interest in extensions to
current 193i-based patterning for sublitho-
graphic resolution. In particular, directed
self-assembly (DSA) of diblock copolymers
has become a distinct candidate to multiply
the spatial density of lithographically de-
fined features. Guiding of DSA-defined fea-
tures is achieved through the use of lithogra-
phically defined topographical templates
(graphoepitaxy2�8) or chemical prepatterns
on the underlying substrate (chemical
epitaxy7,9�13). Both methods can enhance
resolution by multiplying the spatial fre-
quency of the lithographic prepattern, but
defects and nonuniformity in chemical pre-
patterns are substantially rectified with the
use of chemical epitaxy. Strong adherence

to feature dimensions set by the size of the
block lengths preserves uniformity in the
DSA pattern away from the interface with
the chemical prepattern, leading to im-
proved critical dimension (CD) and pattern
placement uniformity,11,12 healing of minor
prepattern defects,12 and reduction of line-
edge roughness.12,14

Recent demonstrations of compatible
integration of DSA based on chemical
epitaxy with 193i lithography materials and
processes across full 300 mm wafers7,15�17

have enabled assessments of defectivity,
line-edge roughness, pattern uniformity,
and pattern transferability at a scale neces-
sary for high-volume manufacturing, bring-
ing DSA a step closer to potential adoption
by the semiconductor industry. One of the
most immediate prospects for patterning
processes based on chemical epitaxy is the
patterning of dense line-space arrays,7,12

which may be used for bit-patterned
media18 or for gridded unidirectional
circuit layouts. However, in patterning
applications where complex patterns on
multiple layers must be precisely aligned
with each other, overlay and pattern
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ABSTRACT The realization of viable designs for circuit patterns using the

dense features formed by block copolymer directed self-assembly (DSA) will

require a precise and quantitative understanding of self-assembled feature

registration to guiding templates or chemical prepatterns. Here we report

measurements of DSA placement error for lamellar block copolymer domains

indexed to specific lines in the surface chemical prepattern for spatial frequency

tripling and quadrupling. These measurements are made possible by the use of an inorganic domain-selective prepattern material that may be imaged

upon polymer removal after DSA and a prepattern design incorporating a single feature serving as an in situ registration mark that is identifiable by pattern

symmetry in both the prepattern and resulting self-assembled pattern. The results indicate that DSA placement error is correlated with average prepattern

line width as well as prepattern pitch uniformity. Finally, the magnitude of DSA placement error anticipated for a uniform, optimized prepattern is

estimated.
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placement error are major contributions to the total
error tolerance.
This demands a detailed understanding of place-

ment accuracy for DSA processes. Previous efforts to
characterize DSA pattern placement have used fitting
of the spatial locations of domain centroids in registra-
tion with a particular lattice model. For example, Liu
et al. fitted horizontal lines (by a least-squares fit) of
centroids of DSA-generated holes that were hexagon-
ally positioned to obtain a better definition of the
reciprocal lattice vector and in turn generating more
accurate translational order parameters.19 Ruiz et al.,
on the other hand, used a least-squares fit of rectan-
gular features generated partially through DSA to a
rectangular lattice and used the standard deviation in
residual vector displacements between the measured
centroid positions and the best fit lattice points to
quantify placement accuracy.18 In essence, by consid-
ering registration to ideal lattices, both measurements
provide an estimation of post-DSA uniformity. How-
ever, where overlay registration marks for subsequent
patterning steps after DSA will be placed at or beneath
the chemical prepattern layer, placement accuracy of
DSA features must also be measured in reference to
registration with the underlying prepattern. Contrast
variations between domains in images of the block
copolymer after DSA may reveal what domains lie
above different features in the chemical prepattern,13

but the prepattern itself is not evident in these images;
accurate and quantitative position extraction from
both the prepattern and the DSA pattern are therefore
not possible using the same image, rendering the
measurement of placement accuracy for DSA features
in reference to features in the underlying prepattern
particularly difficult for chemical epitaxy processes.

Herein we present measurements of block copoly-
mer DSA placement accuracy in registration of the
guiding prepatterns for chemical epitaxy processes.
Our focus is on the DSA of a symmetric polystyrene-
block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-PMMA) diblock
copolymer that forms lamellae with a 25 nm pitch,
although the strategy based on in situ registration
marks employed here will be applicable to the chemi-
cal epitaxy DSA of block copolymers with different
constituent blocks, domain sizes, or morphologies. We
first discuss the advantages of using chemical prepat-
terns with in situ registration marks having a unique
center defined by pattern symmetry and composed
partially of an inorganic material selectively wetted by
one block. We then analyze the effects of the prepat-
tern line CD values and the nonuniformity of the
prepattern on DSA placement error. A negative corre-
lation between average prepattern line CD and DSA
placement error is found, and comparison with root-
mean-squaredDSAplacement error calculations based
upon a simple one-dimensional free-energy model for
lamellar chemoepitaxy implies that a minimum DSA
placement error may be achieved for prepattern line
CD values at or slightly above half the natural period
of the lamellar block copolymer. On the other hand, a
stronger correlation betweenDSAplacement error and
prepattern placement error is identified as a conse-
quence of the capability for block copolymers used in
chemoepitaxial DSA to rectify defects and nonunifor-
mities in the chemical prepattern.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic process flow for chemical epitaxy of PS-
PMMA lamellae used in this work is depicted schema-
tically in Figure 1a, following the methods described in

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the DSA process flow using PS-PMMA. A chemical prepattern is composed of thin HSQ lines on a
cross-linked neutral surface that orients PS and PMMA blocks perpendicularly to the substrate. After casting PS-PMMA and
thermally annealing the PMMA domains register with the HSQ lines by selective chemical affinity. An oxygen RIE is used to
preferentially remove PMMA domains. (b) Cross-sectional bright-field TEM image of an as-etched DSA-generated line-space
array. Blue arrows mark the positions of shallow trenches directly above HSQ pinning lines (scale bar = 20 nm). (c) Higher
magnification Z-contrast STEM image of a single pinning line in the areamarked by a dashedbox in (b) (scale bar = 10 nm). An
EELS line scan was taken along the length demarcated by a red line, and the results are included in the inset graph. The
presence of HSQ is confirmed by a higher silicon and oxygen content under the shallow trench.
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previous work.12 The chemical pattern is composed of
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) lines 2�5 nm in height
on top of a cross-linked underlayer that presents a
neutral surface orienting PS-PMMA lamellae perpendi-
cularly to the substrate. Through selective wetting, the
HSQ lines serve to pin the PMMA domains during DSA.
The pinning line pitches are nominally 75 or 100 nm to
achieve frequency tripling (3�) or quadrupling (4�) for
the lamellae that have an approximately 25 nm natural
period (Lo). DSA is performed by casting films with
thicknesses (t) of either ∼37 or ∼48 nm onto the
chemical prepattern and thermally annealing. To ob-
tain sufficient image contrast, an oxygen reactive ion
etch (RIE) is used to preferentially remove the PMMA
domains; the former PMMA domains are replaced by
spaces in the resultant line-space pattern after etch.
A key reason that measuring placement accuracy in

reference to the chemical prepattern for chemical
epitaxy DSA has not been performed previously is that
upon casting the block copolymer, the chemical pre-
pattern can no longer be seen, in contrast to graphoe-
pitaxy, where the block copolymer pattern and the
topographical template are often coincident in the
same image. Therefore, chemical prepatterns must
be imaged before or after DSA. The surface chemistry
of the prepattern is a critical feature to successful DSA
butmay also be highly sensitive to changes induced by
the imaging process, as for example by the energy
added from an electron beam. Due to these changes to
the prepattern surface chemistry, prior imaging may
affect or even obstruct DSA. However, since the mate-
rials making up the chemical prepatterns are typically
organic, they are often removed along with the block
copolymer during the plasma etch. Organic prepat-
terns also provide negligible Z-contrast differences
within the prepatterns and between the prepatterns
and most block copolymers in images obtained
through electron microscopy, as all the materials of
interest are primarily composed of carbon. These
aspects make it extremely difficult to image a block
copolymer pattern and its corresponding chemical
prepattern in the exact same location under normal
conditions. As an inorganic pinning material on the
other hand, HSQ is resistant to the oxygen RIE, so that
continued polymer removal by RIE after imaging the
DSA pattern may be used to recover the HSQ chemical
prepattern for imaging after DSA.
The etch resistance and silicon content of HSQ

enable direct visualization of DSA-prepattern registra-
tion for chemical epitaxy in cross-section transmission
electron microscope (TEM) images after PMMA re-
moval, as shown for example in the bright-field TEM
image of a line-space array provided in Figure 1b.
Tungsten and platinum are present above the line-
space array, as they were necessary to preserve the
block copolymer morphology during cross-sectioning.
Trenches left by PMMA removal are noticeably

shallower over pinning lines given that HSQ acts as
an etch stop for the oxygen RIE. These pinned trenches
are marked by blue arrows. To confirm and measure
the position of HSQ lines under these shallow trenches,
we examined higher magnification Z-contrast scan-
ning transmission electron microscope (STEM) images
of individual pinning lines (i.e., shallow trenches) such
as in Figure 1c. Analysis of the one-dimensional spatial
distribution of relative atomic concentration across the
expected location of HSQ was performed using elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The results of an
EELS line scan marked in red in Figure 1c are shown in
the inset to that figure, indicating the presence of HSQ
by the increased relative concentration of silicon and
oxygen and the reduced concentration of carbon.
While TEM imaging is useful as a direct visualization

of PMMApinning by HSQ, the time required for sample
preparation seriouly limits the volume of data that can
be collected. Plan view imaging of prepatterns and
resulting DSA patterns would be more amenable to
collection of large volumes of data and subsequent
statistical analyses, but as noted previously the precise
position of pinning lines under the resulting DSA
patterns are largely indeterminable. It is thus necessary
to identify at least one pinning line and the exact block
copolymer domain(s) that it pins. Registration marks
in or beneath the prepattern layer may be used to
measure relative alignment between the prepattern
and block copolymer, but they are not typically visible
under the block copolymer layer using the imaging
techniques with adequate resolution to measure block
copolymer domain positions (i.e., atomic force micro-
scopy or electronmicroscopy). Larger non-line-pinning
features in the prepattern that force lamellae directly
above to assume an orientation parallel to the sub-
strate may serve as registration marks for both the
prepattern and the block copolymer pattern. However,
nonabrupt transitions in lamellar orientation at the
registration mark edges preclude precise identification
of its true centroid in images of the block copolymer
layer. Furthermore, these larger features that guide
lamellae into a substrate-parallel orientation require
the existence of a grain boundary, or even a disconti-
nuity in lamellae,20 that tends to increase the preva-
lence of defects in the imaging area.
Greater success is to be expected with prepattern

designs that identify at least one pinning line and its
corresponding pinned line or space while preserving
the continuity of most lamellae to minimize the like-
lihood for defect formation. We achieve this by attach-
ing concentric semicircular pinning lines to the end of
an array of straight pinning lines such that the straight
pinning lines run continuously into the semicircle
pinning lines, with one single pinning line at the center,
as depicted schematically in Figure 2a. By using a
prepattern with a unique central feature that results
in a single self-assembled domain at the center of the
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DSA-generated pattern clearly identifiable by pattern
symmetry, we generate a type of registration mark
in situ during DSA that is shown schematically in
Figure 2b. In the case of HSQwith PS-PMMA, the center
feature is a space. This central space is linked with the
central pinning line, and each pinning line of index j

from the central pinning line may be linked with each
space of index fmultiplied by j from the central space in
the self-assembled pattern, where f is the frequency
multiplication factor (3 or 4).
Figure 3 provides an example of the process used to

obtain DSA placement error values for a single pre-
pattern. In this work, pattern placement error is ex-
tracted from a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of the prepattern and a SEM image of the DSA
pattern. However, since the SEM images are taken at
distinct times, the central pinning lines and central DSA
spaces will possess centroid locations at different
distances from the left edge of their respective images,
inducing a constant x-offset between the position of

the jth pinning line and the corresponding DSA space.
We etched each self-assembled pattern (Figure 3a)
using an oxygen RIE to an intermediate stage where
pinning lines and some remaining PS lines are present
in the same image, shown in Figure 3b. After this, we
further etched the sample to remove the polymer
completely, revealing the recovered prepatterns for
imaging as shown in Figure 3c. Both the self-assembled
pattern image and the prepattern image are registered
to the intermediate image using the MATLAB multi-
modal image registration function, effectively remov-
ing the x-offset between the images. The registered
images are both thresholded, resulting in binary
images of the DSA pattern and the prepattern such
as Figure 3d and e, respectively, so that DSA space and
pinning line centroids may be obtained. The DSA
placement error Δj for the jth pinning line is then
defined by

Δj ¼ Xf�j,DSA� Xj,prepattern (1)

where Xj is the centroid x-coordinate for the jth pinning
line with respect to the central pinning line. Note that
both the central pinning line and the central DSA space
are assigned an index of zero.
The results of analysis of the DSA pattern placement

error are summarized in Table 1. Four data categories
are included, based on frequency tripling (f = 3) or
quadrupling (f = 4) for 37 or 48 nm thick block
copolymer films, and averages are taken over the
number of image sets in each category. Themagnitude
of the mean DSA placement error is less than 0.4 nm
across the categories, though it is generally less than
3 times the standard error, indicating that it is poten-
tially zero statistically. The placement error 3σ values

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the in situ registration
mark specifically employed in this work. (a) Chemical pre-
pattern design used for DSA placement accuracy measure-
ments. (b) Resulting self-assembled pattern with a central
PMMA domain identifiable by pattern symmetry.

Figure 3. Example of DSA placement error measurement for a single prepattern designed for DSA spatial frequency tripling.
All SEM images have been filteredwith contrast enhancement, and all images are at the samemagnification. (a) SEM image of
the DSA pattern after initial O2 RIE treatment. (b) SEM image of the same pattern after further O2 RIE treatment that shows
both HSQ prepattern lines and remaining though diminished PS lines. (c) SEM image after a third O2 RIE treatment to recover
the HSQ prepattern. Images (d) and (e) are binarized versions of images (a) and (c), respectively, after co-registration with
image (b). Centroidmeasurements are limited to regionswith vertical lines only by limiting analyses to the area delineated by
the gold dashedbounding rectangle. The numbers shown in (a) and (c) are indices in reference to the central image feature for
DSA spaces and pinning lines, respectively.
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(herein reported in accordancewith standard practices
of the microelectronics industry), where σ is the stan-
dard deviation, are in the range ∼2�3 nm. In order to
minimize pattern placement error in high-volume
manufacturing using DSA though, it is critical to under-
stand the contributions of chemical prepattern char-
acteristics to the DSA placement error, and the relative
importance of nanometer-scale local uniformity and
geometry of the chemical prepattern for DSA place-
ment error (rather than global alignment factors that
affect standard photolithography).
Chemoepitaxial DSA with density multiplication is

acknowledged to display high sensitivity in the quality
and defectivity of the self-assembled pattern on pre-
pattern chemistry and geometry,21 with optimum
behavior expected for line-space patterns derived from
equal block volume lamellae-forming diblock copolymers

using prepatterns having pinning line critical dimen-
sions in the vicinity of 0.5Lo.

12,13 Therefore, it is of
interest to study the impact of average pinning line
CD on the pattern placement error for block copolymer
lamellae features. Figure 4a shows a plot of DSA
placement error (3σ) as a function of average prepat-
tern line CD in which it is evident that the placement
error is negatively correlated with prepattern line CD
(Pearson's r = �0.5) within the range of available data.
Each data point represents a single prepattern.
To help explain the observed trend, we calculated

the system free energy as a function ofΔusing a simple
one-dimensional model for a single pinning line
flanked by two other pinning lines, as depicted in
Figure 4b. This geometry represents DSA spatial fre-
quency quadrupling. The film thickness used in the
model was ∼37 nm, nearly identical with the thinner
PS-PMMA films investigated experimentally. The pin-
ning line width, w, was varied as a parameter in each
calculation. We also considered two descriptions of the
lamellar domain shape in the substrate normal direc-
tion. In the first, or “vertical”, case, the interface be-
tween block copolymer domains is constrained to lie
along the substrate normal, whereas in the second, or
“tilt”, case this interface is allowed to tilt in order to
accommodate more or less interfacial area for the
pinned domains at pinning line surfaces (see Experi-
mental Section for details about the calculations using

TABLE 1. Summary of DSA Placement Error Measurement

Results

average DSA placement error (nm)

f t (nm) meana 3σ

3 37 0.4 ( 0.3 2.3
4 37 0.3 ( 0.4 3.1
3 48 0.1 ( 0.3 3.2
4 48 �0.2 ( 0.4 2.7

a Stated uncertainty is 3 times the standard error of the mean.

Figure 4. Effect of pinning lineCD (width) onDSAplacement error. (a) Plot of DSAplacement error (3σ) vs averagepinning line
CD. Each data point corresponds to a single prepattern. (b) Schematic of the geometry used in the DSA placement error
calculation described in the text, including the “vertical” and “tilt” descriptions of the PS domain interfaces for pinned PMMA
domains. This geometry represents spatial frequency quadrupling.(c) Calculated 3� rms DSA placement error as a function
of the pinning line width, w, for vertical and tilt cases of spatial frequency quadrupling. The arrows in (a) and (c) indicate
w = 0.5Lo.
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thismodel for both cases). Consideration of the tilt case
is important, as deformation of single lamellae do-
mains by the epitaxy process is supported by both
simulations22 and experiment.23 The preferential wet-
ting of the HSQ pinning line by PMMA rather than PS
leads to lower system free energies when the HSQ is
entirely wetted by PMMA alone. For a prepattern pitch
commensurate with a multiple of Lo, the expected
value ofΔ at equilibrium is zero. This is analogous with
themeanDSAplacement error. The rootmean squared
(rms) Δ, on the other hand, is comparable to the
experimentally measured σ; trends in experimental
3σ data are likely to be reflected in the calculated
3(rms) DSA placement error. From each free energy
calculation at 1 nm increments in w we extracted the
rms DSA placement error (details are provided in the
Experimental Section) as a function of w, the results of
which are plotted in Figure 4c. Calculations for vertical
as well as tilt cases are both provided, as the amount of
deformation experienced by PMMA domains above
HSQ pinning lines is unknown experimentally.
Forw≈ 0.5Lo, or thewidth of one PMMAdomain, the

system free energy increases proportionally to the
absolute value of Δ from a minimum value at Δ = 0.
This is because any value ofΔ at this pinning line width
increases the PS-HSQ interfacial area (vertical case) or
causes the pinned PMMA domain to deform (tilt case),
increasing the system free energy. The rmsΔ is near its
lowest values due to this high energetic penalty. When
w < 0.5Lo, the system free energy is approximately
equivalent for multiple values of Δ if the pinning line
lies entirely underneath a PMMA domain only, pushing
up the rms Δ. On the other side, for w > 0.5Lo system
free energy increases for the vertical case as PS is
forced to wet the pinning line, though again the
system free energy will be approximately the same
for multiple Δ values at fixed w, increasing the rms Δ.
However, with tilt deformation the system is stabilized
at its lowest free energy across a range of w values
since the energetic penalties arising from polymer
chain stretching and increasing PS-PMMA interfacial
area are offset by the reduced penalty due to increased
PS-HSQ interfacial area. Within this range of w, PS-
PMMA interfacial area and its associated energy pen-
alty increase with the magnitude of Δ, but this is
negligibly impacted by the exact value of the pinning
line width. Therefore, the rms DSA placement error is
almost constant in the range of w where the system
free energy is stable. In total, the model predicts a
minimum in the rms value ofΔ atw≈ 0.5Lo (∼12.5 nm)
for the vertical case and a slightly higher minimum rms
registration error that is flat in the range 13�16 nm for
the tilt case.
There is qualitative agreement between the model

generally for pinning line CDs at or below the predicted
range for minimum DSA placement error. Unfortu-
nately, defect-free self-assembly was not obtained in

the semicircular sections of the prepattern/DSA pat-
tern for pinning line CDs larger than∼15 nm, prohibit-
ing comparison of experimental DSA placement error
values with the model for larger pinning line CDs.
Nevertheless, the available data indicate that DSA
placement error is negatively correlated with mean
pinning line CD below∼0.5Lo and that aminimumDSA
placement error can be obtained using pinning lines
with CDs equal to or slightly above 0.5Lo, conveniently
coincident with values predicted for minimum DSA
pattern defectivity. The implicit scaling of the model
calculations by Lo suggests that this relationship be-
tween prepattern dimensions and DSA placement
error should extend to other block copolymer lamellae
systemswith different natural periods. Since themodel
does not impose unique physical characteristics to the
HSQ pinning lines beyond the PS-HSQ surface tension,
we expect the trends observed in the model will be
applicable to generic pinning materials such as dense
or cross-linked polymers. However, themodel does not
treat cases where the pinning material may interpene-
trate the overlying block copolymer, as may be possi-
ble for polymer brushes. More sophisticated models
may be necessary to describe DSA placement accuracy
in these systems.
Despite the qualitative agreement found in Figure 4,

it is clear that experimentally measured DSA place-
ment errors are systematically larger than those pre-
dicted by the model. However, the model presented
here represents an ideal case not available in this
system where prepatterns exhibit multiple types of
variation (CD uniformity, CD line-edge roughness or
line width roughness, and prepattern line placement
error). The balance of strain and interfacial energies in a
block copolymer results in narrowly defined dimen-
sions and pitches with greater uniformity than is often
possible in the prepatterns used to guide them, giving
rise to the pattern rectification property that has been
witnessed for chemical epitaxy DSAwith densitymulti-
plication, but the implications of this property for the
DSA placement accuracy as defined here are not yet
known. Consider for instance a chemical prepattern
with a nominal pitch that is commensurate with a
multiple of Lo but in which the measured pinning line
centroids vary stochastically about their nominal posi-
tions designated using a linear least-squares best fit.
Prepattern placement error is defined as the difference
between the measured prepattern line centroids and
their nominal values, provided directly by the residual
values of the fit.18 For defect-free self-assembled line-
space patterns aligned along the total prepattern
direction but with superior dimensional uniformity,
we anticipate the pinned domain centroids to fall more
closely upon the nominal pinning line centroid posi-
tions. Since the DSA placement error as defined here is
the difference between the measured DSA centroids
and the measured prepattern line centroids, then
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according to this argument, the DSA placement error
will be approximately equal inmagnitude but opposite
in sign to the prepattern fit residuals as a direct
consequence of the self-healing behavior inherent
in DSA, illustrated schematically in Figure 5a. Though
block copolymer domain deformation in close
proximity to the pinning line interface may render this
description not completely accurate,22,23 it is likely to
be a fair description further away from the pinning line
interface and is more closely represented by the data
obtained via plan view imaging.
Acknowledging the possibility of other contribu-

tions to measured DSA placement error values, this
hypothesis predicts generally a positive correlation
between the 3σ prepattern placement error and the
3σ DSA placement error. This positive correlation is
indeed demonstrated in the plot of DSA placement
error versus prepattern placement error shown in
Figure 5b (Pearson's r = 0.67). Further corroboration
of this hypothesis is obtained from examining the
prepattern placement error and negative DSA place-
ment error values (�Δ) in individual image sets.
Plots of these two measured parameters against the
indexed number of their pinning line, as for example in

Figure 5c and d, which correspond to the circled data
points in Figure 5b (a blue-dotted circle and red-
dashed circle, respectively), show that the �Δ values
tend to track the prepattern placement error values
reasonably well.
Much of the variation in the prepatterns found in this

work arises due to the experimental techniques used
to generate them, and this variation may be reduced
with improved process control; for instance, we have
found the typical 3σ pitch variation in 100 nm pitch
gratings created using 193i lithography is less than
1 nm. Therefore, it is of interest to estimate the likely
magnitude of DSA placement errors for perfectly uni-
form prepatterns. We obtain this estimate from the
intercept in the linear least-squares fit to the data
plotted in Figure 5b. On this basis, the DSA placement
error 3σ in the limit of an optimized prepattern should
approach 0.9 nm, with a value less than 2.2 nm with
99.7% confidence. Even a more conservative estimate
for optimized DSA placement error values of approxi-
mately ∼1�2 nm is still significantly less than the
overlay error of∼5 nm expected from patterning with
photolithography scanners.24,25

Up to this point, we have addressed only DSA
placement error for pinned PMMA domains, but the
DSA features not lying directly upon pinning lines are
equally important with regard to envisioned pattern-
ing applications. For proper comparison with the DSA
placement error for pinned domains, we define an
unpinned DSA placement error by interpolation be-
tween pinning line centroids measured in the prepat-
tern images. If k is taken to be a positive-valued index
of DSA spaces between pinning lines with values from
1 to (f� 1), then the pattern placement errorΔk for the
kth space (between j and j ( 1 pinning lines) may be
defined as

Δk ¼ Xf�j( k,DSA � f � k

f
Xj þ k

f
Xj( 1

� �
prepattern

(2)

where the ( in subscripts is addition (subtraction) on
the right (left) side of the central pinning line. The
results of these unpinned DSA placement error mea-
surements are summarized in Table 2. Cursory exam-
ination of the unpinned DSA placement 3σ values
reveals that they are less than the respective pinned

TABLE 2. Summary of Unpinned DSA Placement Error

Measurement Results

average DSA placement error (nm)

f

t

(nm)

unpinned

mean

unpinned

3σ

pinned

3σ

pinned/unpinned 3σ

correlation coefficient

3 37 0.3 1.7 2.3 0.52
4 37 0.3 2.0 3.1 0.83
3 48 0.1 2.2 3.2 0.66
4 48 �0.1 1.9 2.7 0.71

Figure 5. Effect of prepattern pitch variation on DSA place-
ment error. (a) Schematic depiction of the proposed rela-
tionship between prepattern placement error and DSA
placement error. (b) Plot of DSA placement error (3σ) vs
prepattern placement error (3σ). Each data point corre-
sponds to a single prepattern. (c and d) Prepattern place-
ment error values and corresponding DSA placement error
values for the same pinning lines for prepatterns repre-
senting frequency quadrupling and tripling ((c) and (d), res-
pectively).
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DSA placement error 3σ values. Given the high pitch
uniformity for the block copolymer, the unpinned
placement error between two pinning lines may be
thought of as averaging between the DSA placement
error for the two exterior pinning lines, but over more
data points. Therefore the unpinned placement error
will be less than and positively correlated with the
pinned DSA placement error. This is supported by
the positive correlation coefficients between the two
parameters above 0.5 for all data catergories.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first mea-
surements of placement accuracy for line-space pat-
terns generated by chemoepitaxial diblock copolymer
directed self-assembly in reference to the underlying
chemical prepatterns. This measurement has been
hampered previously by the fact that the chemical
prepattern and resultant DSA-generated pattern are
imaged separately, with no precise spatial alignment
between the images. We address these limitations by
introducing a prepattern design with an in situ regis-
tration mark;a unique central feature (here a single
pinning line) that produces a registered single feature
in the resultant DSA pattern that is easily identified by
pattern symmetry. From this single feature, all pinned
DSA features can be matched to their proper pinning
feature. The use of an inorganic prepattern allows
prepattern recovery after DSA by full polymer removal,
avoiding any uncertainties or problems introduced by

imaging the prepatterns before DSA, and multimodal
registration of the prepattern and DSA pattern images
to an intermediate image with both features present
enables precise placement error measurements. From
these initial results, we are able to outline the prepat-
tern line CDs that will likely minimize DSA placement
error for high-volume manufacturing, and we show
that DSA placement error is positively correlated with
prepattern nonuniformity due to the self-healing be-
havior of DSA. For prepattern pitches with minimal
nonuniformity that are commensurate with a multiple
of the block copolymer natural period, we anticipate
DSA placement errors less than ∼2 nm on a 25 nm
pitch will be the norm.
The concept of in situ registration marks is a power-

ful tool for assessing the accuracy of chemoepitaxial
registration, as it avoids added steps in sample pre-
paration, minimizes the likelihood of perturbing the
DSA process, and may be adapted to other chemoe-
pitaxy process flows than the one described here.
Further work will be necessary to understand the
effect of other factors such as pitch commensurabil-
ity or to extend the measurement to other types of
chemical prepatterns. However, the encouraging
results presented in this work suggest that DSA
pattern placement error will compare favorably
with factors such as overlay error, CD uniformity,
and pattern edge roughness in lithographic steps
required to delineate device features in the self-
assembled patterns.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The poly(styrene-r-epoxydicyclopentadiene metha-

crylate) neutralization material was synthesized by traditional
free-radical polymerization in methyl ethyl ketone using 2,20-
azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) initiator. Styrene:epoxydicyclo-
pentadiene methacrylate feed ratio = 75:25,Mn = 6.8 kg mol�1,
PDI = 1.50. The styrene:epoxydicyclopentadiene methacrylate
molar ratio is approximately 74:26 by inverse-gated 13C NMR on
neutralizationmaterial prepared in the sameway butwith lower
molecular weight. For casting on a substrate the neutraliza-
tion material was combined in solution with N-(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonoxy) phthalimide thermal acid generator (10wt% relative
to polymer) in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA).
Lamellae forming PS-PMMA (Mn = 22 kg mol�1 � 22 kg mol�1;
PDI = 1.09; estimated PMMA volume fraction = 0.51) was
purchased from Polymer Source and used as received.

Sample Preparation. Si wafers were spin-coated with an 8 nm
thick neutralization layer that was cross-linked by baking at
220 �C for 5 min in air. HSQ resist was spin-coated on top of this
neutral layer. Subsequent exposure by electron beam lithogra-
phy and development using standard developer solutions
resulted in lines 2�5 nm in height in the patterns used for
placement accuracy measurement described in the main text.
PS-PMMA layers 37 or 48 nm thick were then spin-coated from
2% (w/w) in PGMEA and baked at 255 �C for 5 min in air. PMMA
and PS were etched to various extents by oxygen reactive ion
etching (approximately 2:1 etch rate ratio) for various times. The
natural period of the PS-PMMA lamellae was determined by
Fourier transform analysis of SEM images of fingerprint patterns
occurring naturally over the neutral surface away from prepat-
tern areas on the samples.

Imaging and Analysis. For the four data categories (3� or 4�
frequencymultiplicationwith 37 or 48 nm thick PS-PMMA films),
nine sets of images corresonding to individual HSQ prepatterns
were analyzed per category, except for 4�multiplication using
48 nm thick films in which six image sets were analyzed. In total,
54 to 107 single pinning line data points were collected per
category. SEM images 768� 1024 pixels in size at a resolution of
0.88 nm/pixel were obtained using a Leo 1550 field-emission
SEM at a working distance of 3.0 mm. All image processing was
performed using ImageJ unless noted otherwise. Background
suppression and smoothingwere accomplished simultaneously
using a bandpass filter. Image contrast was enhanced by
normalizing the range of pixel intensities to the maximum
intensity range. Prepattern images and DSA images were both
registered to the image of the same pattern at an intermediate
etch step before full polymer removal using the MATLAB multi-
modal image registration function (translational and rotational
transformations only) to put both images in the same reference
frame. After image registration, DSA pattern images were
thresholded at 50% of the maximum range. Prepattern images
were thresholded similarly, but the threshold was inverted.
Analysis was restricted to parallel line regions delineated by a
bounding rectangle.

Line CD (width) values were defined as the area of each line
divided by its height. Prepattern line centroid x-coordinates
were fitted from left to right in the image to a line by least-
squares fitting with an arbitrary origin, where the fitted slope
reflects the nominal prepattern pitch. Prepattern placement
error is defined as the difference between the measured line
centroid x-coordinate and its best-fit position, equivalent to the
residuals of the fit.
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Centroid measurements are unbiased position estimates
and are independent of the threshold value. Taking each line as
a rectangle, the variance (σx

2) in centroid x-coordinatemeasure-
ments in this work is estimated following the analysis of Ho:26

σx
2 � HW2

24A2
(3)

where H and W are the height and width of a bounding
rectangle around the line, and A is the line area. The use of a
bounding rectangle to determine H and W sets them at max-
imum values of height and width for the line, respectively.
Hence the obtained variance values are an overestimate. Never-
theless, the uncertainty in individual DSA placement error
measurements based on the standard deviation of exact cen-
troid positions of pinning lines and correspondingDSA spaces is
less than 0.04 nm at the image resolution stated above. Thus,
image resolution is not a limiting factor in DSA placement error
measurement accuracy for this work.

Another possible source of error is misorientation between
the prepattern and DSA pattern images. For nonzero rotational
misorientation, variation in the positions of y-coordinates for
feature centroids induces variation in the measured position of
centroid x-coordinates for the same features. For a misorienta-
tion angle θmis (in radians) and a standard deviation in centroid
y-coordinates σy, the uncertainty in centroid x-coordinate mea-
surements is approximately σyθmis. Both images are manually
aligned so that straight lines are nearly parallel with the vertical
image axis, and themisorientation angle is furtherminimized by
the image registration process. From lines fitted to the straight
portions of registered prepattern andDSA pattern images using
a MATLAB-derived script, we obtained the average angles of
these straight lines with the vertical image axis; the difference
between these angles for corresponding registered prepattern
and DSA pattern images provides a measure of the rotational
misorientation. We found an average magnitude for θmis of
0.08 ( 0.06�. The standard deviation in measured centroid
y-coordinates is negligible in DSA pattern images, but ranges
between 30 and 90 nm in prepattern images due to roughness
and discontinuities in the HSQ lines. Typical uncertainty in
centroid x-coordinates arising from rotational misorientation
between images is therefore less than 0.1 nm. Combining
uncertainty due to centroid determination and image misor-
ientation, we estimate a 3σ uncertainty in single DSA placement
error measurements that is less than 0.3 nm.

The uncertainty induced by the translational misregistration
of the prepattern and DSA images to an intermediate image is
less clear. However, this uncertainty does not affect the DSA
placement error 3σ values, and uncertainty for the mean DSA
placement error values is based on the standard error of the
mean.

Free Energy Calculations. The free energy per polymer chain (F)
was computed by extending a standard model for lamellar
block copolymers based on chain stretching and PS-PMMA
interfacial tension contributions27 to include a term reflecting
the PS-HSQ interfacial tension:

F

kBT
¼ 3(l=2)2

2Na2
þ γPS-PMMA

kBT
Σþ γPS-HSQ

kBT
Θ (4)

where l is the total extent of the block copolymers passing
through the interface in nm,N is the degree of polymerization of
the polymer, a is the linear size of a monomer in nm, γPS‑PMMA

the interfacial tension of the PS-PMMA interface, Σ is the
corresponding interfacial area per chain, γPS‑HSQ is the inter-
facial tension of the PS-HSQ interface, andΘ is the PS-HSQ area
per chain. This model is approximate and does not apply for
nonlamellar canonical or noncanonical block copolymer mor-
phologies, for which more sophisticated models such as self-
consistent field theory28 would be required. For the present
calculations, a was set to 0.5 nm, N was set to 800 monomer
units, and both γPS‑PMMA and γPS‑HSQ were set to 0.28(kBT)/nm

2

based on observed experimental values for χPS‑PMMA.
29,30 In-

creasing the γPS‑HSQ to reflect strong PMMA-HSQ pinningwould
increase the stability of aligned versusmisaligned lamellae, but
does not change the value ofw, in which rms placement error is

minimized. For the model where interfaces are allowed to tilt,
increasing γPS‑HSQ would increase the maximum degree of
interfacial tilting observed. This choice of parameters yields a
lamellar period Lo of 24.7 nm. The total film thickness, needed to
compute Θ, was taken to be 3Lo/2.

The simple model above was used to calculate the free
energy of a system consisting of a central mobile PMMAdomain
(and associated two flanking PS half-domains for a total width of
Lo) above aHSQpinning line of widthw. The central domainwas
flanked on either side by unpinned domains of total length 3Lo.
Each unpinned domain was assumed to be bounded on the
outside by an immobile pinned domain, which was not in-
cluded in the calculation. Displacement of the central mobile
domain by a distance Δ changes the area of PS-HSQ contactΘ
and expands one flanking domain by þΔ while compressing
the other by �Δ. For a particular pinning stripe width w, the
expected root-mean-squared displacement ÆΔ2æ1/2 was calcu-
lated by computing the free energy as a function of Δ for all
displacements from �Lo/2 to þLo/2 in increments of 0.01Lo/2.
The root-mean-squared displacement was then calculated as
the partition function sum using these free energies:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ÆΔ2æ

q
¼ ∑Δi

2e�F(Δi )=kBT

∑e�F(Δi )=kBT

 !1=2

(5)

The simplemodel was further extended to take into account
the possibility that the PS-PMMA interfaces of themobile PMMA
domain do not project normal from the substrate but instead tilt
by an angle θ that is uniform throughout the film thickness. The
total width of themobile domainwas treated as fixed at 0.5Lo, so
the tilted interface causes chain stretching and compression
and increases the PS-PMMA interfacial area, but may decrease
the area of unfavorable PS-HSQ interface. For this “tilt” model,
each of the two PS-PMMA interfaces of the mobile PMMA
domain were allowed to tilt independently. In effect, each
PMMA domain was allowed to adopt a trapezoidal geometry
if doing sominimized its free energy. More complex geometries
where the deformation or tilt angle varied through the film
thickness were not considered. The free energy per chain
associated with each interface was computed for all possible
θ from �45 to 45 degrees in increments of 0.1 degree. The θ
minimizing the free energy was taken to be the tilt (and
corresponding free energy) of that interface. A schematic of
the tilted domain geometry and a plot of θ versus w are included
as Supporting Information. As above, the total free energy per
chain of the system was calculated as a function of Δ, taking
tilting deformations into account, and used to compute the
expected root-mean-squared displacement (ÆΔ2ætilt)1/2.
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